Natascia Tiso was not included as an author in the published article. The corrected Author Contributions Statement appears below.

"MM, LSi, and LSa conceived the experiments. LT, FV, and NT generated the transgenic zebrafish lines. LT prepared the samples. MM, TA, and AG built the microscope. MM and LT conducted the experiments. MM analyzed the results. MM wrote the manuscript with input from all co-authors. FP acquired all funding and supervised the project."

Additionally, the "Department of Biology, University of Padova, Padua, Italy" has been added as Natascia Tiso\'s affiliation in the published article.

Lastly, the corresponding email address for the author "M. Caroline Müllenbroich" has been changed to "<caroline.muellenbroich@glasgow.ac.uk>."

The authors apologize for these errors and state that this does not change the scientific conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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